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At each stage of the multi-year education, training and competition process, the psychological preparation of athletes is unique and involves a multi-level system of psychological processes aimed at identifying and shaping psychomotor abilities, as well as psycho-emotional aspects of the athlete's personality. considered.

In the training of a young athlete, the quantitative assessment of physical and technical training is extremely important, while the assessment of psychological training is the least important. Certain combinations of mental characteristics, processes, and personality states are characteristic of representatives of different sports, which play an important role in ensuring the psychological readiness of athletes.

Subpsychological training means the level of development of mental qualities and psychological characteristics of the athlete, in which the effective and reliable performance of sports activities depends on the extreme conditions.

The impact of sports activities on a person is multifaceted. The peculiarities and peculiarities of neurodynamic and psychodynamic features contribute to the formation of an individual style for sports activities. 'lib adapts to the characteristics of a person's sports activities with the best conditions.

Sports games have always developed on the basis of play activities that are characteristic of a person who has played an important role in his life. If we talk about childhood, then play is the leading type of activity, ie. an activity that develops the child’s psyche and prepares him or her for future life. At the same time, play develops the child's body, improves its coordination, strength and endurance.

Sports based on modern competitions have become a separate group - whether it is a game or a team sport.

Sports games are a large group of a number of sports with unique psychological features. First, it is the presence and high degree of variability of the competitor that is actively opposed in competitive situations. A sports game always has its own set of rules, as well as certain competitive moves or game techniques (techniques).

To succeed in a sports game, an athlete must have many technical and tactical moves that allow him or her to create the effectiveness of the team’s efforts to achieve results in conflict situations.

There are two groups of sports games: direct combat and contact with opponents, and games without direct contact with the opponent.
The first group has a desire to hold the ball in sports and aims to send them to the opponent’s goal (football). The second group of games is characterized by a change of ownership of the ball and the desire to send the ball to the opponent’s side, so that the football players could not play it (football), to each of the opposing teams (balls) to perform assigned tasks without hindrance.

Competitive activity in team games is carried out by a group of athletes and in many respects depends on the coordination of their actions, the form of organization of actions of athletes in the process of competitive activity to win over the opponent. The group (team) wins or loses, not the individual athletes in general.

In the same holistic sports section as the athlete in individual sports, such specificity of team games is attributed to the athletes, their attitudes, attitudes, personal qualities, characteristics of movement in the competition, as well as group mergers and games. defines a number of requirements.

The main criterion for the effectiveness of competitive activities in sports competitions is the victory against the opponent, as well as the total number of winners, which determines the position of the team in the tournament table of all participants.

In sports games, as experts have shown, different mental characteristics emerge and develop:

- Ensuring intellectual, information retrieval and processing, decision making;
- psychomotor, which determines the quality of motor movements and operations of the subject;
- The other is communicative, focused on interacting with other people;
- Emotional, energetic, and expressive features of active activity;
- Willpower to overcome emerging obstacles;
- Defining ethics, activity motivation and compliance with goals, means, results, certain ethical norms.

There was a clear link between personal characteristics and sports activities, but this was not clearly articulated. Using the Katell method, he surveyed nearly 2,000 male students at the college, which allowed him to rate 16 of them. None of the individual profiles allowed the identification and identification of athletes (university team members) as athletes, but some differences were found in the distribution of athletes by sport. For example, athletes in team sports have fewer abstract judgments (explanations) than those who do not participate in sports; more attention to external things; addiction; less selfishness.

Athletes engaged in team sports are characterized by greater dependence, extraversion and anxiety, and less expressed fantasy than athletes engaged in individual sports [3,8,6,15,68,85,93]. A particular type of sport places different demands on the structural characteristics of an athlete’s psychological preparation. Athletes specializing in sports are characterized by effective cognition, speed of sensitive reactions and the development of operational thinking, good distribution, rapid exchange and attentional stability, agility, perseverance, agility, dexterity.

Sports activities generally develop personal qualities in the form of determination, perseverance, initiative, the desire to "stand up for yourself." These traits are almost independent of the type of movement activity and are the most typical traits for athletes: emotional stability, leadership, risk-taking, alertness, innovation, self-management, community [10, 58,25,100,98,82, 65,32].
A distinctive feature of the sport is the specificity of competitive activity, which is different from other sports. There are many competitive moves in sports - game techniques (techniques). Such uniqueness of team games sets a number of requirements for athletes, their mental psychomotor qualities.

It is well known that the sports and play activities of football players are accompanied by an understanding of the goals and objectives of individual and team play activities of the football, the movement of their legs and body in movements with the ball in training and based on the biomechanics of hand gunners in competitions. The success of a team is measured by a draw, winning or losing by a certain score. The task of football science is to identify and study the various external and internal factors that affect the performance of both individual players and the team as a whole.

In football itself, "the gap between the science of sport and the practical application of its achievements has become so great that many coaches who have received special football training are still using outdated methods."

Today, many professionals - managers, managers, economists, sports teachers, physiologists, biomechanics, doctors - are involved in the study of football players, their coaches, teams, football tournament organizers and more.

Football techniques are diverse in sports, such as running, moving around the field, hitting, stopping, hand passing the ball, dribbling, passing the ball, sideways throwing with his own hand from the side, kicks towards the goal, movements in training the goalkeeper and holding the ball with his hands, and so on.

In order to successfully apply modern methods of psychological preparation of football players for competitive activities, it is only necessary to study and take into account their tactical and technical components. Participate in the development and training of special and general physical training for competitions, as well as mental and high nervous activity, motor skills and game skills of football players, taking into account their age, gender, individual- typological characteristics.

The mid-range football has a range of 6 to 8 kilometers. The total time of a player’s individual run is 25 to 30 minutes. Running is done by football players at different speeds and intensities depending on the situation of the game. Running involves a variety of tactical movements of players, such as slow and fast running on the field, acceleration, vibration, jumping, dribbling. The battle for the ball can be fought from different starting positions of the football players. At the same time, the speed, rhythm, intensity of exercise of players during the race varies significantly, which leads to the need to respond to stimuli, accelerate the special endurance of football players, control the ball.

The characteristics of their body movements, their ability to move quickly in a changing environment, in many ways determine the individual skill of the competitive activities of football players and the success of the game. One of the important pedagogical tasks of a coach working as a young football player is to determine which goalkeeper, defender, midfielder, striker is more likely to play this primary football. In player games, in conditions of intense confrontation, the role-playing functions of the players are activated, there is an exchange of games between situations, if the defender is in a useful position against the opponent’s goal, he often ends up hitting the opponent’s goal upwards.
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